
Well planned city break 
Research and organise a 
weekend away, with every hour 
carefully mapped out

Cookery course for two
Perfect practical skills that will 
benefit everyone, and build 
precious memories too

Creative writing retreat
Find a quiet space to explore 
imagination and values and let 
inner creativity run deep

A reading weekend
Seize the chance for quiet, 
uninterrupted concentration on 
books, ideas and theories

A long distance trail
Go it alone, with no imposed 
timetable, relying on rugged 
practical skills and ingenuity

Wildlife project volunteering
Enjoy the freedom to work at 
your own pace, in touch with 
and caring for nature

Backpacking with a soulmate
Seek a relaxed setting to 
connect, revealing and sharing 
meaningful things

Solo fly fishing
Match quiet contemplation of 
the complexities of the universe 
with bursts of action

Sailing the Atlantic
Relish adventure, live in the 
moment, deal resourcefully with 
physical challenges

Rio Carnival
Dive head-first into the 
spontaneity and action of 
carnival sun, fun and dancing

Music festival
Share your enthusiasms with 
kindred spirits, in an open, 
idealistic, tolerant setting

Last minute booking
Embrace the unexpected, find 
variety and stimulation, and 
explore new ideas

Leading a cycling tour
Work out the route, establish 
stretching but realistic goals and 
set the pace

Family trip to Disneyland
Plan the fun together, with 
laughter, warmth, and something 
for everyone

Volunteering holiday
Be part of a team who share core 
values, helping to make the 
world a better place

Organising a group ski trip
Research and select the best  
resort, enjoying the challenge of 
competition on the slopes
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